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ABSTRACT

The Covid-19 pandemic struck Indonesia and also the rest of the world, which has a huge impact in the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). It is necessary to have a big movement to revive the economic passion in Indonesia, especially MSMEs, one of which is by utilizing e-commerce. E-Commerce is one of the means in the process of buying and selling products produced with a system that includes the use of the web online. Boutique is a fashion store that sells a variety of high-quality and exclusive clothing and accessories, customers can directly view the products being sold, register personal information, make orders, pay for goods. E-Commerce is created using the PHP programming language and MySQL database, using the Web Modeling Language (WebML) methodology. It was obtained that the E-Commerce data presented can increase the value of sales in the covid-19 pandemic with the use of E-Commerce makes it easier for consumers to choose items to be consumed or used without face-to-face or meeting between sellers and buyers. The online process is much more efficient compared to visitors coming directly to the store.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of Information Technology (IT) cannot be denied anymore. The field of business, social, IT development provides such great benefits and the community is easier to conduct business transactions and communicate. Information Technology (IT) plays a role in improving the quality of the economy of the community. The pace of IT provides development opportunities in the economic sector and increases social interaction in a more advanced direction through the technology offered and provides opportunities for all parties to be able to share information and knowledge (Daariy, 2021).

The Ministry of Cooperatives and MSMEs that was of has been quoted from the https://kominfo.go.id/ page reported the growth of several entrepreneurs who initially 1.6% to 3.1% of the existing population-based on BPS data processing. The creation of jobs and the pace of the economy are supported by the population of entrepreneurs because they can see opportunities and create new businesses. Especially in this day and age, in starting a business there are almost no obstacles.

But there is a difference with the present. The International Labour Organization (ILO) surveyed the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on 571 Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). The survey was conducted on April 6-24, 2020, where the result was that 70% of MSMEs experienced production stops due to Covid-19 (https://katadata.co.id/berita). On the other hand, the Minister of Cooperatives and MSMEs stated that the Covid-19 pandemic had a greater impact on the sustainability of MSMEs (https://bisnis.tempo.co/read). Furthermore, it was revealed that MSMEs are constrained in terms of cash flow health that requires laying off workers, constrained by supply and lack of purchases from consumers.

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, boutique sales are usually done conventionally or waiting for customers who come to buy goods sold are still ongoing, supported by the Covid-19 pandemic that requires always being at home, so sales are decreasing so that it requires making an online sales system. The existing cycle in e-commerce includes all components in the trade such as customer service, product services, way of ordering, payment methods, and promotions that apply to certain goods (Pancasasti et al., 2021).

Problems that are often faced by conventional boutique stores in the sale of clothing products include old items that are not sold, the need for the latest information about products that are rather difficult to obtain, the service process in order becomes slower due to the Covid-19 pandemic, less vociferous promotions make sales not maximal (Andriyanto, 2018).

The creation of a sales system on an e-commerce basis is expected to increase sales to the maximum either obtained from ordering directly in the store or ordering online. Facilitates the information that, customers want to know about the type of product, the number of products, product searches. For promotions are carried, out for new goods and also goods that have not been sold by imposing discounts in accordance with boutique management policies (Irawan et al., 2020).

From these problems, support is needed to increase sales and cash inflows. The emergence of the e-commerce market has created vast market opportunities for retailers and logistics service providers, can increase purchasing and sales satisfaction, and can facilitate the ability of logistics service providers to manage larger ones. Although the Covid-19 pandemic is sweeping, internet access can still be utilized. The world of e-commerce is wide open for MSMEs to increase their sales. MSMEs are indirectly forced to change the way their transactions, which were initially offline than in this pandemic period turned online. E-commerce is believed to increase sales of MSMEs (Azizah et al., 2019).
LITERATURE REVIEW

a. E-Commerce
E-Commerce is a trading system using the web online, has many definitions embraced by experts, namely:

a. According to McLeod Pearson (2008: 59) states that electronic commerce or also called E-Commerce is the use of communication networks and computers to conduct business processes. A popular view of e-commerce is the use of the internet and computers with browsers for the purchase and sale of products.

b. According to Shely Cashman (2007: 83) who states e-commerce or short for electronic commerce which is defined literally as electronic commerce is a business that occurs in electronic networks such as the internet. Anyone who can use and access a computer can make purchases and payments from goods or services they purchase and participate in e-commerce.

c. According to Joni Wong (2010: 33) states that electronic commerce has the understanding of buying, selling, and marketing goods and services through electronic systems, such as radio, television, and computer networks or the internet.

Based on the statement of the experts it can be concluded that the understanding of E-Commerce is the process of buying and selling transactions conducted over the internet where the website is used as a container to carry out the process.

b. Types of E-Commerce
Based on its characteristics e-commerce can be divided into several types, namely:

1) Business to Business (B2B)
This type has the characteristics of trading partners who already know each other and between them have established a relationship that lasts quite a long time. The information you have is exchanged only with the partner. Data exchange is done repeatedly and periodically with a mutually agreed data format. One of the perpetrators did not have to wait for their colleague to send the data. A commonly used model is peer-to-peer where processing intelligence can be distributed across both businesses.

2) Business to Customer (B2C)
This type of e-commerce has characteristics that are open to the public, where information is disseminated in general and can be accessed freely. The services used are general so that they can be used by many people, for example: because web-based systems are commonly used. On-demand services, manufacturers must be ready to respond according to consumer demand, often done client-server approach system.

3) Customer to Customer (C2C)
This type of e-commerce has the characteristics of selling that can be done directly to other consumers both in the form of products and services. For example: a consumer sells goods and advertised on the web, and purchased by other consumers who participate in accessing them.

4) Customers Business (C2B)
Characteristics the possessed by this type of e-commerce is a business model where consumers create value and companies consume that value. For example: when consumers write reviews, consumers as individuals provide and create value for the company.

c. Benefits of E-Commerce in the Business World
In the world of e-commerce business has a very important role in making transactions such as:

1. Can increase market exposure or market share with online transactions everyone can see and order goods sold globally worldwide.

2. Lower operational costs because transactions conducted online are already programmed in the computer so that costs for showrooms, excessive salary expenses, and others do
not occur.
3. Expand the reach to be wider, because access is not limited by place and time, everyone can access it if they have an internet-connected computer.
4. Increase customer loyalty due to the provision of complete information so that purchases can be made at any time and consumers can choose their own desired products.
5. Increasing supply management is seen from the efficiency of the company's operational costs, especially in the number of employees and the number of stock of goods available so that to further improve the efficiency of these costs, a good supply management system must be improved.

In terms of opportunities, e-commerce benefits greatly compared to traditional transactions, offering reduced transaction costs and providing convenience for all consumers. During the Covid-19 pandemic, e-commerce was able to accelerate business development and accelerate operational adjustments (Paryadi, 2018).

d. Web Modeling Language (Web ML)

Web Modeling Language is one way of doing web design which is the third generation built by modeling the web using special symbols. The purpose of using Web ML is to support the design and implementation of so-called data-intensive web applications defined as websites using access as well as maintaining a certain amount of structured data, usually stored as records in database management systems, such as those imposed on Online commerce and e-commerce applications. What is meant by data-intensive is a site that has a large amount of data, interfaces aimed at the general public, oriented to browsing and fascinated, and the content, structure, navigation and presentation are volatile (Firmansyah et al., 2020).

Web ML is used to model conceptual data and propose original notation to express navigation and interface composition features. Visually modeling the scope of a page or site, it is structured to make it easier to implement a new generation of case tools that are able to automate all approaches related to the same semantic modeling of web applications so as to separate the specifications from each site page (Setiawan, 2018).

![Picture 1 Development concept Web ML](image)

The specification of the site with Web ML is by describing the content of a website, describing the flow of the data organization conceptually. Web ML still combines with ER modeling, object-oriented modeling, and class diagrams in UML. For calculation depictions, structured models use QOL, which is a query language to be able to provide a more specialized set of information (Cicik Harini dan SB Handayani, 2019).
Web ML has a basic component unit in the creation of web design, a unit of data describing all information about a single object. By describing the selection of a lot of information, a meaningful site of the concept has been given a structure chart. Data units describe the same components or entities to display alternative views on the web. A data unit requires a component or entity as a pointer unit. The selection that includes data units is described using unit data elements (Tunnufus, Zakiyya, Wulandari, 2019).

Multi-Data Units describe various events of a component or entity that are in a set of objects, with repetitions pointing several similar units, with specification components for containers used in indicating events referring to entities, relationships, or components. Multi data units are represented by how a component can be described in the same multi-data unit by displaying all attributes.

Index Unit is a description of an index that presents various activities carried out by entities or component lists by tagging each object like a table of contents without displaying detailed information from each object (Yulida Army Nurcahya, 2019).

Scroller Units to provide commands in accessing elements of a system ruled through units of objects in containers. Events that exist in an entity or all objects are connected to other objects through relationships or relationships. Scroller units can be used in conjunction with data units that describe the container elements.

The filter unit provides an input place to search for objects in a container of a set of objects. Used in conjunction with index or multi-data units, to present objects performing search conditions by assigning containers in search attribute elements (Saputra, 2021).

Direct units describe the information of various indexes that contain a single object that connects to another object with a one-to-one relationship.

Accessing a website requires navigation to be able to jump to another site page by assigning links depicted in a unit on a single page, between units on different pages, and between pages. Links can run view transfer from one page to another, relaying information from one unit to another, resulting in some additional commands (Rustandi et al., 2020).

Types of Links used in Web ML:
a. **Contextual Link**

This link to connect between two units, i.e. the source and destination units, is usually run through the anchor link or the submit button. This link is used to move users and from one page to another and send information through that move.

![Contextual Link Diagram]

**Picture 4 Contextual Link**

This type of link consists of several types that can be used as needed, namely:

a) **Parameter Link**

This link is used by listing the parameters that are desired to be sent with this link. Sometimes in some conditions, this link does not include the name of the parameter on the link line so it is also called a normal link.

![Parameter Link Diagram]

**Picture 5 Parameter Link**

b) **Automatic Link**

This link is automatically generated along with the original element without user intervention. Users can replace the destination of the link with the anchor.

![Automatic Link Diagram]

**Picture 6 Automatic Link**

c) **Transport Link**

Transport Links are also automatically generated without user intervention. But the user cannot change the purpose of the link. This link is usually depicted with a dotted line.

![Transport Link Diagram]

**Picture 7 Transport Link**
b. Non-contextual link

Transport Links are also automatically generated without user intervention. But the user cannot change the purpose of the link. This link is usually depicted with a dotted line.

![Non-Contextual Link](image)

**Picture 9** Non-Contextual Link

**METHODOLOGY**

This research is library research that is research conducted by examining literature materials or secondary materials that are following the problems studied. While judging from its nature, this study is descriptive. Where there is a detailed analysis of each problem that contains the subject of discussion. Under the type of literature research, the source of data in this study comes from the literature in the library. The data source is clarified into the primary material in the form of books related to the creative economy, development economy. Secondary material in the form of literature discussed by other thinkers concerned with the discussion of this research. And tertiary materials in the form of materials that provide clues and explanations to primary and secondary materials, for example, dictionaries, knowledge, cumulative index of papers, internet, and so on. So that the latest information is obtained and closely related to the problem, then the literature sought and selected must be relevant (Yulida Army Nurcahya, 2019).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Here are the results of e-commerce along with the resulting output display:

a. Planning

In boutiques for e-commerce, design is made based on the current system that has been done, for the sale of products made by customers is to choose the product to be purchased then submit the product to the sales staff to check the stock, if the stock is there then the sales staff writes a sales note after that gives the purchased product and a sales note to the customer, the customer makes payment by handing it to the sales staff (HELMALIA & AFRINAWATI, 2018).

The sale of goods made with e-commerce has the flow that customers do first is to register, choose the product to be purchased, and then press the finished button. Goods spending transactions can be done if the customer can already log in with the registered account. Customers can choose the desired product and put it in the shopping cart along with the number of products ordered, after which it generates customer data and shipping city-data. When ordering with the system will send a notification of the product order (Sugiarti, Yenny., 2020).

Based on business processes the system runs and is converted into an e-commerce system, it can be described the relationship between actors and the process by using a use case diagram, as seen in Figure 9 below.
To design using the web model currently used is the Web Modeling Language (Web ML) seen in figure 6, which describes the relationship between city elements in customers, customers on orders, orders on confirmed customers and order_detail, categories on products, products on order_detail.

b. E-Commerce Design

Modeling e-commerce applications use hypertext models and operation models that are one part of Web ML that describes the relationships between the displays used. In Figure 6 Describing the entire page of this e-commerce web, it is seen that there is a relationship on each page of the site.

The process of ordering the product by the way the for customer, chooses the desired product and puts it in the shopping cart along with the number of products ordered, after which login or register a new account then checkout, input customer data, and the delivery city. When placing a successful order then the system will provide a product order notification. For depictions with Web ML as seen in Figure 11 Here:

E-Commerce view has a menu consisting of Home, Product, Article, About Us, How to Buy and Confirm, on the page if you have completed the selection of products then selected the cashier button that is red as seen in The Picture. 12 below:
Creation of a booking report based on a specific period based on the status of the booking so that the required reports can be described with Web ML as seen in Figure 13.

In its implementation, a report is needed that can provide information about all transactions made online. In e-commerce for order, reporting accessed five fields namely Id Orders, Customer Name, Order Number, Order Date, and Total, so that management can evaluate it.

The selection of the five fields with the consideration, that the resulting report can provide accurate data about online sales activities.
CONCLUSION

E-Commerce has not fully covered all elements, such as shipping that cannot be listed because it involves third parties. For further research, it is recommended that you can build E-Commerce from the creation of customer logins, orders, payments, notifications, reports to the condition of goods delivered can be informed to customers, to provide complete service. And can provide reviews of goods that have been received as input to sellers who use E-Commerce, so that customer loyalty can continue to be maintained.
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